John Francis Carr’s Coatee, c. 1806

The Person
Captain J F Carr belonged to the West Yorkshire Militia as signified by the yellow or buff
facings of his coatee. The militia was a domestic force raised in the event of an invasion or
domestic unrest. Militia groups were organised by the Lord Lieutenants, with members
recruited from the local population. As they acted as a police force, a militia force could not
serve in the county they were recruited from. In this period, regular soldiers were recruited
by ballot, meaning that if you were chosen you had to either serve or pay someone to take
your place. Officers were not balloted as their membership was seen to be part of their civic
duty. The 2nd Regiment of the West Yorkshire Militia was based at York. Although the
regiment was raised in West Yorkshire this does not mean that the regiment was confined
to the county. They could be sent anywhere in the entire country. During times of war the
militia was posted for many months away from home. Many men also transferred from the
militia to the regular army during war.
Uniform was provided by the government, with financial provision provided to the
commander of the regiment. The following uniform requirements, while referring to the
North York Regiment, are likely similar to those required by the West Yorkshire Militia.
Colonel Dundas of the North York Regiment, issued a statement on 29th March, 1803
concerning the soldier’s appearance. He ordered that the men should not deviate from the
prescribed regimental uniform. The men were to wear a coat, with white waistcoats and
breeches which include the regimental buttons. Black topped boots were to be worn at all
times, unless on parade in the afternoon or evening. At these occasions officers were
permitted to wear shoes and buckles if they wished. The following other items were also
required: black regimental cloth gaiters, black silk or leather stocks, cocked hats, swords and
knots, crossbelt, sash and gorget. Each
officer was also to be provided with a
regimental greatcoat of blue cloth with a
scarlet trim. While the specifics of this
order will differ from those of the West
Yorkshire Regiment they do give a sense of
the uniform the regiment would have worn
as they do conform to military and civilian
fashions.

A miniature of J F Carr, c1806, The Green
Howards Museum Collection. He is wearing
the uniform on display at the museum.

The Design
Carr’s coatee combines military and civilian male fashions of the Regency period. Civilian
fashion calls for coats cut away at the waist, high-waisted waistcoats, little decoration and
tall collars. Focus was placed on well cut and well tailored garments as a sign of quality. The
museum has both Carr’s coatee and waistcoat in the collection, both of which display a
fashionably high waist and tall collar. The waistcoat is cut squarely across the body and
would have been worn with long pantaloons and a sash tied around the waist. The coatee is
cut with a waist seam which curves down towards the top of the hip. This allows the tails to
sweep back with a more natural curve than if they were attached to a straight waist seam.
The facings are also shaped so as to highlight the natural curve of the waist, being narrower
at the bottom than the top. An order dated 1796 requires the lapels to extend to the waist
and fasten shut with hooks and eyes. Eight sets of hooks and eyes fasten the lapels shut in
the centre, with Eight pairs of buttons spaced equally to decorate the facings. Buttons are
another way of identifying the militia regiment with which the wearer serves. In this case, a
crown atop a Yorkshire rose with ‘YORK’ written underneath. The long button holes are also
decorative as they are mostly sealed. This decoration is included wherever buttons are
added including the skirts and cuffs. According to the requirements of the 2nd Battalion,
West Yorkshire Militia the facings are yellow or buff. It is possible to discern a darker stripe
going diagonally across the facings. This is where a shoulder belt would have crossed across
the body. The darker stripe is closer to the original colour of the facings, as the rest of the
fabric has faded over time.
The coatee tails are heavily decorated. White superfine broadcloth is shaped to give the
impression of the wind catching them up to reveal the lining. An embroidered Yorkshire
Rose is stitched to the corner of this decoration. Starting at the bottom corner of the white
fabric decoration, a scalloped decoration sweeps back up to the waist line. This is decorated
with 4 buttons which match the front of the coatee. The same buttons decorate the top and
bottom of the skirt opening at the back of the jacket. Ordinarily pockets would have been
accessed through this opening however the pocket in this coatee is situated at the left
breast. It is inserted along the seam which joins the facing fabric to the lining.
According to fashions of the period, the back is cut to appear narrow with a shoulder seam
which finishes at the back of the shoulder rather than the top. The placement of the
shoulder and back seams in relation to the sleeve seam (at the back) affects the width of the
back and the shape of the shoulders. The shoulders in this case appear to slope considerably
as the sleeve begins above the natural end of the wearer’s shoulder. The sleeve is
fashionably narrow and cut to reduce excess fabric at the elbow.
Carr only wears one epaulette, signifying that he is a Captain. The epaulette ties onto the
coatee using fabric strips which are fed through specially made holes in the coatee and tied
together. The epaulette is decorated using metal threads. The body of the epaulette is

decorated with woven metal while the edge displays varying sizes of metal bullion. These
threads have tarnished over time but would have originally been brass in colour. A yellow
coloured thread which matches the yellow facings is alternated along the edge of the
epaulette. A large wound bullion fringe hangs down from the end of the epaulette.
The matching waistcoat is made of white superfine broadcloth with a coarser woven fabric
back. The collar is tall to match the coatee with a smaller version of the coatee buttons to
fasten the waistcoat shut. Two horizontal pockets are neatly inserted into the front of the
waistcoat. The waistcoat is cut much wider than the natural shape of the body with two
pairs of ties attached at the back which then pull the waistcoat in at the waist.
Two pieces of additional clothing belonging to Carr are held in the collection. The first being
a stock, the second a leather shoulder belt. A stock is a piece of leather, or more unusually
in this case, fabric, which attaches around the neck to hold up the wearer’s head. It is a
particularly unpopular piece of attire to wear. In this case however, the stock is made of
black velvet and would have been quite soft to wear. It ties shut with three pairs of ribbons.
The leather shoulder belt is blancoed white and would have been worn across the body. The
darker stripe which can be seen across the facings shows where this belt has protected the
fabric from fading. A brass shoulder belt plate is attached to the front of the belt displaying
the same insignia as the buttons, a crown atop a Yorkshire Rose and the work ‘YORK’.

Top: The waist seam curves to meet the skirts. Note the square cut waistcoat.
Bottom: Yellow facings with buttons/buttonhole decoration, hook and eyes used to close
the coatee.

Top: Decoration on the skirts with matching buttons/buttonhole decoration, with
embroidered Yorkshire Rose badge.
Bottom left: Back of skirts decoration.
Bottom right: Interior left breast pocket.

Top right: Shoulder, back and sleeve orientation.
Top left: Sleeve shape.
Bottom: Epaulette with metal bullion decoration.

Top left: Waistcoat front with matching buttons.
Top right: Waistcoat back with 2 pairs of ties.
Bottom: Pockets inserted into front of waistcoat.

Top: Black velvet stock.
Bottom: Blancoed shoulderbelt with shoulderbelt plate. This example does not belong with
Carr’s uniform but is of a similar style and period.

Item Measurements and Fabrics
Carr’s coatee and waistcoat have been made by hand. The fabrics used are of such high
quality that they do not require hemming such as the bottom of the tails. In some cases the
fabric has been turned back upon itself to create a thicker, softer edge.

Coatee buttons: ¾ inch or 2 cm

Waistcoat buttons: 3/8 inch or 1 cm

3 ¾ inch or 9.5 cm

6 7/8 inch or 17.5 cm

#

Collar height:
 Front: 2 3/8 inch or 6 cm
 Back: 2 ½ inch or 6.5 cm

Facing width:



Waist: 36 ½ or 93.8 cm

Top: 4 ½ inch or 11.5 cm
Bottom: 3 ½ inch or 9 cm

Shoulder: 4 ¾ inch or 12 cm

Shoulder: 4 ¾ inch or 12 cm

Width across back:
9 3/8 inch or 24 cm

Nape to hem: 25 3/8 inch or 64.5 cm

Sleeve length: 27 ¾ inch
or 70.5 cm

Elbow width:
6 ½ inch or
16.5 cm

Cuff height: 4 inch or 10 cm

Red superfine broadcloth.

Yellow superfine broadcloth.

White shalloon.

Cream coarse linen lining.

White superfine broadcloth (waistcoat).

White lining back (waistcoat).

